Tamla Boone Residency pricing

---

**Base Rate:** $250.00 per session and supplies fees.

**3-Day Residency, Story/Tile Making & Illustration**

- $950.00 (1 class max, 3-day residency with same class each day) *Story/Tile Making & Illustration*

- $1,550.00 (2 classes max, 3-day residency with same 2 classes each day) *Story/Tile Making & Illustration*

**2-Day Residency, Tile making only**

- $500.00 (1 class max, 2-day residency with same class each day) *Tile making only*

- $1,000.00 (2 classes max, 2-day residency with same 2 classes each day) *Tile making only*